INTRODUCTION
Thousands of transcripts are coordinately regulated in differentiating cells, in part as a result of stable, heritable, cell typespecific changes in chromatin structure and in part through the actions of selected transcription factors (TFs) at many gene loci (Struhl, 1999) . TFs that are highly restricted in their expression, regulate large numbers of genes within a cell lineage, and may hence confer a cell's distinctive properties are often considered ''master regulators.'' Examples of such TFs include PHA4 in the worm pharynx (Gaudet and Mango, 2002) and mammalian myogenic basic helix-loop-helix proteins (Molkentin and Olson, 1996) . Although these TFs may function in both progenitor and terminally differentiated cells of a lineage, their interactions with alternative chromatin states are insufficiently characterized. Nor is it clear if they occupy cis-regulatory DNA elements stably throughout differentiation and whether distinct TF combinations control genes in different cell states within a lineage. We addressed these questions on a genome scale in the context of intestinal epithelial cells.
The adult intestine is a site of continual cell differentiation (Potten, 1998) . Stem and dividing progenitor cells in the small bowel mucosa are confined to the crypts of Lieberkü hn, whereas the differentiated postmitotic cells that serve essential absorptive and secretory functions reside along villous projections. Gene expression differs substantially in crypts and villi (Tremblay et al., 2006 ) and, as with other self-renewing tissues, constitutive proliferation and arrested differentiation underlie intestinal tumorigenesis (van de Wetering et al., 2002) . Gut epithelial cells hence serve as an excellent model to investigate gene regulation during differentiation.
Recent delineation of chromatin modifications at activated gene loci provides new tools to investigate the epigenomic basis of cell differentiation (Barski et al., 2007; Bernstein et al., 2006; Pokholok et al., 2005) . Mono-and dimethylation of Lys4 (K4Me2) and acetylation of Lys27 (K27Ac) residues on Histone 3 (H3) are particularly associated with distant transcriptional enhancers and gene activation in cultured mammalian cells (Bernstein et al., 2005; He et al., 2010; Heintzman et al., 2009) . Monitoring these chromatin modifications as cells transition from one state to another could identify the cis-elements responsible for differentiation in individual tissues, and characterization of such elements should help elucidate underlying transcriptional mechanisms. To identify cis-regulatory elements that are differentially active in proliferating and terminally mature intestinal epithelial cells, we mapped genome-wide histone H3 modifications. Our subsequent detailed analysis uncovered a prominent role and mechanisms for the homeodomain protein CDX2. CDX2 expression is restricted at different developmental stages and its ability to specify cell fates or axial position in each context makes it a strong candidate ''master regulator.'' Expression of Cdx2 in mouse embryonic stem cells induces trophoblasts (Niwa et al., 2005) and expression in stomach or esophageal cells confers intestinal properties (Liu et al., 2007; Silberg et al., 2002) . Conversely, Cdx2 loss in mouse embryos disrupts trophoblast, axial skeleton, and intestine development (Chawengsaksophak et al., 1997; Gao et al., 2009; Grainger et al., 2010) . In adult mammals, Cdx2 expression is confined to the intestinal epithelium, where it is expressed in both progenitor and differentiated cells (James et al., 1994; Silberg et al., 2000) . To examine if CDX2 behaves as a key regulator and to investigate its potentially diverse functions in dividing and mature cells, we assessed CDX2 binding properties during differentiation. We find that CDX2 interactions with the genome and with other sequence-specific TFs are surprisingly fluid; it interacts dynamically with active chromatin and co-occupies DNA differentially with other intestinal TFs, GATA6 or HNF4A, to regulate distinct genes in dividing and differentiated intestinal cells, respectively. A new conditional knockout mouse line revealed distinct Cdx2 functions in progenitor and differentiated cells in vivo and its requirement for differentiation-specific chromatin modifications. These results illustrate the dynamic functions and mechanisms of a critical TF in distinct cellular contexts within a continually differentiating tissue.
RESULTS

Epigenomic Analysis of Intestinal Epithelial Cells Implicates CDX2 in Cell Maturation
Caco-2 human intestinal cells are widely used to investigate epithelial functions, intestinal gene expression, and transcriptional mechanisms of differentiation (Fleet et al., 2003; Halbleib et al., 2007; Soutoglou and Talianidis, 2002) . These cells proliferate rapidly in sparse cultures but stop dividing at confluence (Figure 1A) and develop morphologic features of mature enterocytes; the transcriptional changes that accompany cell differentiation mirror differences in gene expression between intestinal crypts and villi Tremblay et al., 2006) . Accordingly, they serve as an ideal model to study pivotal cellular transitions. To identify cis-regulatory sequences associated with Caco-2 cell differentiation, we evaluated a distinct pattern of histone modifications attributed to active enhancer elements (He et al., 2010; Heintzman et al., 2009) : abundant H3K4Me2 and H3K27Ac marks, with depletion of labile nucleosomes within an altered chromatin configuration ( Figure 1B ). We digested chromatin from proliferating and postconfluent Caco-2 cells with micrococcal nuclease (MNase), precipitated the mononucleosome fraction with H3K4Me2-or H3K27Ac antibodies (Ab), and characterized the chromatin immunoprecipitates (ChIP) using Illumina highthroughput sequencing (ChIP-seq). Subsequent analysis of the two H3 modifications gave similar results (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.4 (p value <10e -22 ) (see Figure S1 available online); for simplicity, here we show the analysis of H3K4Me2 ChIP.
We analyzed 14.5 million and 13 million mappable sequence tags for H3K4Me2 ChIP from proliferating and mature cells, respectively, using published methods (He et al., 2010) , and identified 219,266 and 208,762 positioned nucleosomes under the two conditions ( Figure S2 ). H3K4Me2 marks were restricted either to transcriptional start sites (TSSs) or to dispersed short intergenic and intronic regions, with little background signal across the genome (examples in Figure 1C ). Approximately 60% of nucleosomes bearing the H3K4Me2 mark in each condition were present more than 5 kb from a TSS and hence represent putative distant cis-regulatory elements. We focused on these distal elements because previous work indicates that enhanced H3K4Me2 signals at flanking nucleosomes and a corresponding diminution of intervening signal typifies sites where nucleosomes are depleted or destabilized to allow TF binding (He et al., 2010; Heintzman et al., 2007; Jin et al., 2009) . A computational method to infer increased H3K4Me2 signals at flanking nucleosomes relative to the intervening region uncovered thousands of individual sites that acquire or lose this signature during Caco-2 cell differentiation (sample tracings in Figure 1D ). We used the magnitude of difference in signal between replicating and mature cells to assign Nucleosome Stability-Destability (NSD) scores (He et al., 2010) and to rank genomic regions. The resulting patterns, displayed in composite plots of 1000 sites with the highest NSD scores in proliferating ( Figure 1E ) and differentiated ( Figure 1F ) cells, underscore the considerable genome-wide modulation of chromatin during cell differentiation.
To identify proteins that might associate with labile regions, we searched for TF-binding sequence motifs that are overrepresented at the centers of the most differentially modified chromatin domains (Table S1 ). In regions active exclusively in proliferating cells, the most enriched motif matched the GATA protein family ( Figure 1E ). Motifs enriched in chromatin that is active mainly in differentiated cells corresponded to the transcription factors HNF1, HNF4A, and CDX2 ( Figure 1F ; Table  S1 ), all of which are tissue-restricted proteins previously implicated in controlling genes expressed in mature enterocytes (Beck, 2004; D'Angelo et al., 2010; Mouchel et al., 2004; Stegmann et al., 2006) . The selective overrepresentation of these sequences within differentially active enhancers reinforces the idea that NSD scores signify a regulatory function.
In vitro studies suggest that CDX2 controls intestinal genes like SI, LCT, and CDH17 through their proximal promoters (Fang et al., 2000; Hinoi et al., 2002; Traber and Silberg, 1996) , contributing to the idea of a ''master'' function. Indeed, Cdx2 is required to specify embryonic intestinal epithelium in vivo (Gao et al., 2009; Grainger et al., 2010) , but in the adult intestine it is abundantly and equally expressed in crypt progenitors and differentiated villus cells (Silberg et al., 2000) and its function is unknown. The enrichment of CDX2 motifs at differentiationassociated enhancers suggested broad and distinct functions in controlling adult intestinal differentiation through distant ciselements and provided fresh impetus to study its mechanisms.
CDX2 Interacts Dynamically with the Genome of Differentiating Cells CDX2 is expressed in both crypt and villus cells (Silberg et al., 2000) and could in principle regulate different loci in these two contexts. To verify CDX2 binding at enhancer regions, as the H3K4Me2 and H3K27Ac ChIP results suggested, and to determine if CDX2 interacts differently with the genome over the course of differentiation, we used ChIP-seq to identify CDX2 Table S1 .
(F) The same analysis as in E, but on the 1000 regions with the greatest differential chromatin structure in differentiated cells.
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Dynamic Binding and Functions of CDX2 binding sites in Caco-2 cells. We detected CDX2 occupancy with high confidence (p % 10
À10
) at 3122 regions in subconfluent, proliferating cells and at 16,198 sites in terminally differentiated cells (Figure 2A ). Six hundred seventy-nine sites were unique to proliferating cells and 13,755 were unique to differentiated cells (examples in Figure 2B ; Figure S3 ). CDX2-bound regions in both states were strongly enriched for the consensus CDX2 recognition motif and showed high, centered evolutionary conservation; most sites were far from TSSs ( Figure S4 ), similar to findings with other TFs (Carroll et al., 2006) . Thus, although CDX2 binds many regions common to the two states, its occupancy across the genome is surprisingly fluid, with hundreds of distinct ''early'' binding sites specific to proliferating cells and thousands of ''late'' sites specific to mature cells. As CDX2 protein levels increase no more than 2-to 3-fold in differentiated cells (data not shown), changes in CDX2 binding are unlikely to reflect only the protein concentration; furthermore, occupancy at many early sites is selectively diminished in mature cells.
To test the significance of condition-specific CDX2 occupancy, first we defined condition-specific binding rigorously, Additional examples appear in Figure S3 . (C) Condition-specific CDX2 binding corresponds to condition-specific active chromatin. H3K4Me2-marked putative cis-elements were ranked from most differentially active chromatin signatures in proliferating (left) to differentiated cells (right) and plotted along the x axis in bins of 750. CDX2 occupancy was then plotted relative to occupancy in areas where active chromatin did not vary (center). CDX2 binding sites specific to proliferating (blue triangles) or differentiated cells (red squares) correlated with proliferating and differentiated cell-specific active chromatin, respectively. (D) Heat maps demonstrating correlation of stage-specific CDX2 occupancy with stage-specific gene expression. Top: Early (left, blue) versus late (right, red) genes were ranked and binned in groups of 100; genes with unaltered expression are represented in the center. The color map (blue-red) presents the scale of log 2 fold change (À1 to +1) in gene expression levels in the two stages. Bottom: The frequency of condition-specific CDX2 binding within 100 kb of each gene expression bin is indicated by the intensity of yellow shading. Numbers below the color map correspond to the minimum, mean, and maximum ratios (0.5, 1, and 2.4, respectively) between the average number of CDX2 binding sites within 100 kb from the genes in the same bin over the average number of binding sites near all genes.
(E) Gene Ontology term analysis reveals that expressed genes with condition-specific CDX2 binding match functions classically attributed to differentiated (red) or proliferating (blue) cells. Complete analysis is found in Table S2 .
considering only high-stringency sites from one condition (p % 10
) that were unoccupied in the other, even at lower stringency (p % 10 À3 ) ( Figure S3 ). To determine how these highconfidence, condition-specific CDX2 sites relate to H3K4Me2 modifications, we mapped binding sites onto the genome-wide distribution of nucleosomes that are differentially marked in replicating and mature Caco-2 cells. Early CDX2 binding occurred more frequently at enhancers that carry the active chromatin signature in proliferating cells, whereas late CDX2 binding predominated in regions of active chromatin in mature cells (Figure 2C) . CDX2 occupancy at early sites was also strongly associated with transcripts whose expression is enriched selectively in dividing Caco-2 cells (p < 7.3e -6 , Fisher's exact test), whereas late CDX2 binding correlated better, and strongly, with transcripts that increase in differentiated cells (p < 1.6e -23 ) ( Figure 2D ). Moreover, loci selectively occupied and expressed in dividing cells were enriched for gene ontology (GO) functions related to progenitors, including embryonic, organ, and tissue development, whereas GO terms associated with differentiated enterocytes, such as lipid metabolism and digestion, predominated among genes selectively occupied by CDX2 and expressed in terminally mature cells ( Figure 2E ; Table S2 ). Thus, labile CDX2 interactions with distant cis-elements in dividing and mature intestinal cells have observable counterparts in differential chromatin structure and gene expression. These results provided strong rationale to investigate the dynamic actions of a transcriptional regulator in the course of cell differentiation.
Cdx2 Is Required for Both Intestinal Epithelial Differentiation and Proliferation In Vivo
Whereas knockout mice have revealed Cdx2 functions in specifying fetal intestinal epithelium (Gao et al., 2009) (Choi et al., 2006; Traber and Silberg, 1996) , was profoundly reduced ( Figure 3B ). These mice developed chronic diarrhea, rapidly lost weight (Figure 3C) , and became moribund, requiring humane euthanasia within 21 days. At necropsy they uniformly showed small intestine dilation and a dilated, fluid-filled cecum ( Figure 3D ). Tissue architecture was overtly preserved in Cdx2 fV/fV ;Villin-Cre ER(T2) intestines ( Figures 3A and 3E ). However, alkaline phosphatase activity was notably reduced along a proximal-distal gradient in mutant small bowel compared to tamoxifen-treated sibling controls ( Figure 3F ), indicating enterocyte immaturity; enzyme activity was lowest in the ileum, where Cdx2 levels are the highest in wild-type mice (Silberg et al., 2000) . The numbers of periodic acid Schiff-stained goblet (increased 2.1%) ( Figure 3G ), lysozyme + Paneth (unchanged, Figure 3H ) and ChromograninA + endocrine cells (decreased by 40%, p = 0.0895, Figure 3I ) were altered subtly or not at all.
Although cell state-specific profiles in Caco-2 cells revealed distinct CDX2-occupied sites in proliferating and mature cells (Figure 2A ), the defects in adult Cdx2 fV/fV ;Villin-Cre ER(T2) intestines seemed confined to villus enterocytes. Crypt progenitors were also overtly normal and measures of cell proliferation, expression of Ki67 or Proliferating Cell Nuclear Antigen (Pcna), were intact ( Figure 3J ). Because Cdx1, a homologous factor normally expressed in crypt progenitors (Silberg et al., 2000; Subramanian et al., 1998) and present in tamoxifen-exposed mutant intestines ( Figure 3B ), might compensate for Cdx2 loss in dividing cells, we crossed mice carrying the conditional Cdx2 fV allele with Cdx1 À/À mice, which have skeletal but no intestinal defects (Subramanian et al., 1995) . Tamoxifen Figure 4A ). Death from starvation and diarrhea in the face of overtly intact intestinal villus structure is best explained by malabsorption. Indeed, enterocyte products required for terminal digestion and nutrient absorption were prominent among transcripts that drop after tamoxifen treatment (Table S3) . Representative examples such as Dpp4, Lipe, and Abca1 showed lower expression throughout the small intestine ( Figure 4B ). Thus, in agreement with the functions suggested by CDX2 occupancy in differentiated Caco-2 cells ( Figure 2E ), Cdx2 is necessary for survival of adult mice and its absence profoundly affects gene expression in mature enterocytes. Moreover, genes affected by Cdx2 loss in mice are enriched in CDX2 occupancy near their human orthologs in differentiated Caco-2 cells, as shown in a representative example ( Figure 4C ) and whole-genome analysis ( Figure 4D ). These data further justify the use of Caco-2 cells to study gut epithelial differentiation and indicate conservation of Cdx2 function across species.
Cdx2 Is Required for the Chromatin Configuration Associated with Active Enhancers
The in vivo requirement for Cdx2 in differentiated and proliferating cells provides a strong functional correlate for the distinctive site occupancy in different cell states. To investigate Cdx2 requirements in gene regulation, we examined its role in chromatin structure. We and others define active enhancers as distal chromatin elements carrying two strongly positioned, H3K4Me2-marked nucleosomes around a central region with destabilized or absent nucleosomes ( Figure 1B ). This designation facilitated genome-wide mapping of condition-sensitive epigenomic marks and triggered elucidation of CDX2 requirements in vivo.
To determine if Cdx2 is necessary for the active chromatin configuration in differentiated mouse intestinal epithelium, we studied the consequence of its absence in tamoxifen-treated ;Villin-Cre ER(T2) mouse villi. We used MNase digestion followed by quantitative real-time PCR to interrogate CDX2-bound regions located near genes that are dysregulated in the mutant mice. We designed oligonucleotide primers to detect nucleosome-protected DNA at representative CDX2-binding sites near differentiation-associated genes and both flanking nucleosomes. Villus cells isolated from tamoxifen-treated sibling control mice gave the pattern predicted for active nucleosome positioning at all nine tested regions ( Figure 4E and data not shown). This active nucleosome signature was not apparent at five of the nine regions in Cdx2-depleted villus cells, which showed relatively higher MNase sensitivity at flanking nucleosomes and greater protection in the center. This labile, Cdx2-dependent pattern most likely reflects displacement of a center nucleosome when Cdx2 is available and its reappearance when Cdx2 is absent. Our results thus indicate that Cdx2 is necessary to produce or maintain key chromatin modifications at loci associated with mature intestinal epithelium, an activity that may account for its control over a large number of genes required for intestinal function.
CDX2 Partners with Different Transcription Factors in Different Cell States
The demonstration of distinct CDX2 binding sites and functions in intestinal progenitors and mature cells suggested the possibility of distinct classes of regulatory cis-elements. To address the particular possibility of condition-specific partnership with other TFs, we searched CDX2-occupied regions in the two different cell states for other consensus sequence motifs. At early CDX2-occupied regions, the SeqPos motif analysis tool (Lupien et al., 2008 ) detected significant overrepresentation of GATA binding sites ( Figure 5A) ; thus, in dividing cells GATA sequences preferentially abound not only in chromatin with an active enhancer configuration ( Figure 1E ) but also very close to CDX2-occupied sites. In contrast, CDX2-occupied regions specific to differentiated cells showed notable enrichment of a canonical HNF4A motif, the same sequence that is enriched among enhancers activated in mature Caco-2 cells ( Figure 1F ) but not among early CDX2 sites ( Figure 5A ). Adding credence to these results, the FOXA motif, matching a factor previously implicated in regulating endoderm-derived tissues (Sekiya et al., 2009; Zaret, 1999) , was overrepresented at CDX2 sites in both dividing and differentiated cells, whereas Wnt-responsive TCF/LEF motifs, associated with intestinal cell proliferation (Clevers, 2006) , were enriched selectively at early CDX2 sites (Verzi et al., 2010) . Mirroring the sequence motif enrichments, GATA6 mRNA levels decline with Caco-2 cell differentiation, as do those of the proliferation marker MYC; as noted previously (Soutoglou and Talianidis, 2002) , HNF4A transcripts and the representative differentiation marker CDH17 increase markedly over the same period ( Figure 5B ). Thus, CDX2 may partner with specific TFs in different cellular states, in particular, with a GATA protein early on and with HNF4A in differentiated cells.
To test this possibility, we conducted ChIP-seq analysis for GATA6 and HNF4A in mature and proliferating Caco-2 cells. In agreement with the motif search results, we identified 10,594 GATA6 binding sites (p % 10 À10 ) in dividing cells and fewer than 500 sites in differentiated cells ( Figure 5C ). Conversely, HNF4A bound more than twice as many sites in mature cells than in the proliferative phase ( Figure 5D ) (28,187 versus 12,119 sites, p % 10
À10
). Regions occupied by GATA6 and HNF4A were highly conserved across species ( Figure S6 ) and showed substantial enrichment of the expected sequence motifs ( Figures 5C and 5D ). Because CDX2 binding to DNA in replicating and mature Caco-2 cells correlates with active chromatin in the respective cell states (Figure 2C ), we asked if binding of these candidate partners is also associated with the chromatin state. Indeed, GATA6 preferentially occupies sites that carry the active-enhancer mark in proliferating but not in differentiated cells, whereas HNF4A binding shows a marked preference for chromatin that is selectively active in mature cells ( Figure 5E ). Thus, although GATA6 occupancy is more state-selective than HNF4A binding, histone H3 modifications are tightly coupled to experimentally determined binding of all three proteins and our results identify putative coregulatory complexes for CDX2 function. Corroborating the existence of such complexes, immunoprecipitation of CDX2 from Caco-2 nuclear extracts revealed association with GATA6 and HNF4A ( Figure 5F ). These associations were not intrinsically cell state-specific, probably reflecting interactions at constitutively occupied regions (represented in the intersection set in Figure 2A) .
Importantly, in analysis of empirical binding, CDX2-binding sites specific to dividing cells were more likely to be identified as GATA6-binding sites in ChIP-seq on dividing cells, whereas CDX2-binding sites in differentiated cells were more likely to be identified as HNF4A binding sites in ChIP-seq on differentiated cells. Individual examples of this duality are illustrated in Figure 6A and Figure S7 . Furthermore, CDX2 and its conditionspecific partners typically occupy DNA within at most a few hundred base pairs of each other ( Figure 6B ), suggesting they target the same regulatory elements. These relationships are reflected well in heat maps for genome-wide binding of each factor in relation to CDX2 occupancy ( Figure 6C ). These data collectively indicate that CDX2 interacts with intestinal DNA in state-specific pairings with GATA6 and HNF4A at regions of differentially modified chromatin.
DISCUSSION
Progenitor cells and their mature progeny elicit substantially different properties from genomes that are usually identical. Analysis of gene knockouts in vivo and lineage-specific ciselements in vitro support the idea that key regulatory TFs participate materially in differentiation, using mechanisms that are diverse and incompletely understood. Our identification of the CDX2 recognition motif at enhancers active in differentiated Caco-2 cells prompted detailed investigation of a TF whose highly restricted tissue expression, activity at intestine-specific gene promoters in vitro, and embryonic requirement encompass the properties of a ''master regulator'' (Beck, 2004; Gao et al., 2009) . Findings in Cdx2 null mice support this designation in the adult intestine and reveal its requirement for cellular functions, gene expression, and active enhancer chromatin in distinct states. We also present evidence for dynamic CDX2 associations in a regenerative tissue, including labile interactions with chromatin and other TFs that correlate strongly with gene expression in dividing and mature cells (Figure 7) . The sum of Figure 2D ). Binding is observed more frequently near loci with reduced expression, suggesting direct regulation of many targets and interspecies conservation. (E) To determine the consequence of Cdx2 deletion on chromatin structure, oligonucleotides were designed to query the left, center, and right nucleosomes by PCR in MNase protection assays at nine CDX2-bound putative enhancers in control and tamoxifen-treated Cdx2 fV/fV ;Villin-Cre ER(T2) (KO) adult mice.
MNase-protected DNA is shown relative to the central nucleosome at each region. In villi depleted of Cdx2, MNase protection was relatively enhanced at center nucleosomes, consistent with reappearance of nucleosomes and loss of active enhancer chromatin. Five of the nine tested regions gave this pattern;
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Dynamic Binding and Functions of CDX2 these results provides a comprehensive view of the actions and mechanisms of a critical lineage-specific TF. Dual activity in progenitor and differentiated cells is a feature of several lineage-restricted TFs. For example, Pu.1 functions in blood progenitor commitment and proliferation as well as terminal macrophage differentiation (DeKoter et al., 1998) , much as MITF does in melanocyte proliferation, survival, and maturation (McGill et al., 2002) . In development, the worm FoxA homolog PHA4 functions throughout pharynx formation, as do Pax6 and its homologs in the metazoan eye (Ashery-Padan and Gruss, 2001). Even in the face of such examples, it is unclear if these factors directly control tissue-specific genes throughout a cell's ontogeny, if their genome associations are stable across cellular transitions, and if Cdx2 0 s distinct activities in dividing and differentiated cells reflect a general property of lineage-determining TFs. The muscle regulator MyoD, for example, functions in both myoblast progenitors and mature myotubes, and its binding to DNA was recently reported to vary little during differentiation (Cao et al., 2010) . In contrast, redistribution of CDX2 during intestinal cell maturation exposes diversity among mechanisms of key TFs. Investigation of other regulators, ideally coupled with delineation of chromatin modifications, will resolve whether their associations with DNA are largely invariant, as reported for MyoD, or dynamic, as we observe with CDX2.
In C. elegans pharynx development, PHA4 controls early and late genes by binding unique target sites with different affinities. Early genes contain high-affinity sites and bind first; late targets carry sites with distinct sequences and lower affinity, and engage only after PHA4 levels increase late in development (Gaudet and Mango, 2002) . CDX2 levels change little during intestinal differentiation and the consensus CDX2 motifs we identified in different conditions are almost identical ( Figure S4 ), indicating a limited role for primary DNA sequence or TF concentrations in directing occupancy. Hence, posttranslational modifications, alternative partners, chromatin structure, or a combination of these factors, likely underlie CDX2's cell statespecific complexes. Known posttranslational alterations of CDX2 do not affect DNA affinity in vitro (Gross et al., 2005; Rings et al., 2001 ) but could in principle affect alternative complexes. Biochemical analysis of modifications on CDX2 and its partner proteins might advance understanding of the mechanisms underlying nucleosome lability at target enhancers. In identifying GATA6 and HNF4A as state-specific CDX2 partners at differentially modified regions of chromatin, we take an important step toward characterizing tissue-restricted TFs that produce or interact with altered chromatin states to enable intestinal cell differentiation. Future work might determine if the factors are codependent or restructure chromatin in an ordered hierarchy; understanding these mechanisms will help define the networks that control intestinal cell transitions (Davidson and Levine, 2008) . Although findings in mutant mice corroborate our conclusions, the bulk of the present analysis was conducted in a tumor cell line that replicates the distinction between progenitor and differentiated states only partially. Primary intestinal crypt and villus cells would provide a physiologic model to test these ideas.
Studies in cancer cell lines paradoxically implicate CDX2 as both an oncogene and a tumor suppressor (Aoki et al., 2003; Guo et al., 2004) ; context-dependent CDX2 occupancy and function may account for distinct roles in cell proliferation and differentiation and help explain the discrepancy. Contextual genome occupancy and cooperation with other TFs might also underlie CDX2 requirements in embryonic axial patterning and trophectoderm formation. Indeed, CDX2 binding in the corresponding tissues suggests remarkable diversity in target loci (data not shown), underscoring the idea that TF activities are strongly influenced by cellular context. Another TF with many target genes, PPARG, was recently shown to utilize different binding sites and partners in two cell types, adipocytes and macrophages (Lefterova et al., 2010) .
The continually renewing gut epithelium, a frequent target of malignant transformation, is an ideal model system to study transcriptional mechanisms of differentiation. Our integrated approach toward genome-wide chromatin analysis, TF binding, and mRNA expression can also be extended to uncover mechanisms of lineage-specific gene regulation in other tissues.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES Nucleosome-Resolution ChIP and Identification of Mononucleosomes
Cells were collected from Caco-2 cultures or mouse intestinal villi and resuspended in a digestion buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl [pH 7.6], 1 mM CaCl 2 , 0.2% Triton X-100, 5 mM Na butyrate, complete protease inhibitors) and treated with 0.2 U micrococcal nuclease (MNase, Sigma Aldrich) for 8 min at 37 C. The reaction was terminated by adding 5 mM EDTA in 10 mM Tris (pH 7.6), and samples were dialyzed in chromatin RIPA buffer (10 mM Tris [pH 7.6], 1 mM EDTA, 0.1% SDS, 0.1% Na deoxycholate, 1% Triton X-100) before overnight IP at 4 C with Histone H3K27Ac (Abcam ab4729) or H3K4Me2 (Millipore 07-030) antibodies. IP material was subsequently handled as described below for conventional ChIP of sonicated genomic DNA. Mononucleosomes carrying H3K4Me2 or H3K27Ac marks were identified using Nucleosome Positioning from Sequencing (NPS) with default parameters (Zhang et al., 2008b) , as described (Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Detection of State-Specific Open Chromatin Structures and Identification of Transcription Factor Motifs
NPS was used to identify mononucleosomes with H3K4Me2. Two adjacent nucleosomes were declared a pair if the distance between their center locations was between 250 and 400 nucleotides. For each nucleosome pair, relative depletion of a nucleosome in the internucleosomal region in one state against the other was estimated using the Nucleosome Stability-Destability (NSD) scoring scheme defined previously (He et al., 2010) . In this context, the NSD score of a nucleosome pair indicates the degree of differential chromatin structure between proliferating and mature intestinal cells by quantifying the relative change in nucleosome signal between cell states. Thus, nucleosome pairs with larger NSD scores can be interpreted to represent genomic regions more open to TF binding in one cell state compared to static regions (i.e., regions with NSD scores $0). Conversely, negative NSD scores correspond to open chromatin structure in the other state (Table S1) ) and each is similar to empirically defined TRANSFAC motifs (as shown in Figure 3A ). Identified binding regions were highly conserved and mainly found far from promoters ( Figure S6) . (E) As in Figure 2C , TF occupancy at regions of differentially active chromatin is compared to binding frequency at static chromatin regions. Top, GATA6 binding is better associated with the active H3K4Me2 pattern in proliferating than in differentiated cells, whereas HNF4A occupancy (bottom) correlates better with active H3K4Me2 in differentiated cells. (F) GATA6 and HNF4A coimmunoprecipitate with CDX2, but not with IgG controls, indicating their presence in CDX2 complexes. enrichment levels of the same motif (He et al., 2010; C.A.M., unpublished data) and ranked using t-statistics.
Chromatin Immunoprecipitation and Coimmunoprecipitation for Transcription Factors, ChIP-seq, and Data Analysis Standard procedures were used for Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP) (Supplemental Experimental Procedures) on subconfluent or 26 day postconfluent Caco-2 cells. For ChIP-seq, 10 ng each of ChIP and input DNA from up to three pooled experiments were processed for deep sequencing according to manufacturer's instructions (Illumina). Prior to sequencing, qPCR was used to verify that positive and negative control ChIP regions amplified in the linear range.
Binding peaks for CDX2, GATA6, and HNF4A were identified using ModelBased Analysis of ChIP-Seq (MACS) (Zhang et al., 2008a ) with a p value cutoff of 10 À10 and default values for other parameters. Sequences were mapped to reference genomes using ELAND tools (Illumina software suite). All sequence information is relative to human genome build 18. CDX2 binding sites specific to proliferating or differentiated cells were delineated by eliminating sites that might potentially be occupied in the other condition had the much less stringent p value cutoff of 10 À3 been applied. Binding sites determined by ChIP-Seq were scanned for sequence motifs using the SeqPos algorithm (He et al., 2010) as described (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Coimmunoprecipitation was done using standard techniques and anti-CDX2 (BD PharMingen 560171; Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Association Assessment of Empirical Transcription Factor Binding with Paired Nucleosomes and Gene Expression
To calculate the relative frequency of nucleosome pairs occupied by a TF ( Figures 2C and 5E ), paired nucleosomes were first sorted according to their NSD scores and grouped into bins of 750. For each bin, the number of paired nucleosomes bound by the factor was counted and scaled with respect to binding in bins representing static chromatin (i.e., paired nucleosomes with NSD score $0). To determine association of protein binding with gene expression ( Figure 2D ), Caco-2 expression microarray data (Fleet et al., 2003) (GEO accession number GSE 1614) were enumerated based on log-fold changes in differentiated over proliferating cells using SAM analysis and genes were binned into groups of 100. Similar to Heintzman et al. (2009) , the ratio of the average number of CDX2 binding sites within 100 kb of genes belonging in the same bin and the average number of binding sites near all genes was calculated and transformed to a logarithmic scale.
Association Assessment of Transcription Factor Partners
Associations between binding partners, such as CDX2 and GATA6 in proliferating or CDX2 and HNF4A in mature cells ( Figure 6B ), were interrogated using their ChIP-Seq signals. First, the union of binding sites of CDX2, GATA6, and HNF4A in both conditions was obtained and the ChIP signals of each individual protein at the union sites were computed using the
T and S stand for the maximum tag count for a binding site and the sequence depth, respectively; subscripts TF and input indicate a transcription factor or input. This equation quantifies relative signal strength over the input on account of the sequence depth of TF and input data sets. effects of Cre toxicity were observed. For RNA microarray analysis, mice were harvested on the fourth day after completion of the tamoxifen course. For MNase assays, mice were analyzed at least 1 week after conclusion of tamoxifen treatment. Histologic analysis was done 2 days after the last tamoxifen dose. Cdx1 À/À mice were maintained and genotyped as described (Subramanian et al., 1998) .
Knockout Mice
Expression Analyses
Cell and tissue RNAs were harvested using Trizol reagent (Invitrogen) and reverse transcribed using SuperScript enzyme (Invitrogen) or labeled for microarray (Affymetrix). cDNA was assessed by qPCR using gene-specific primers (Supplemental Experimental Procedures) and SYBR green master mix (Applied Biosystems). Additional details are found in Supplemental Experimental Procedures. For immunostaining, routine histological techniques were applied (Supplemental Experimental Procedures) using the following antibodies: CDX2 (Biogenex, 1:50), Ki67 (Novocastra Laboratories, 1:1000), Chromogranin A (Immunostar, 1:500), Lysozyme (Invitrogen, 1:50), and PCNA (NeoMarkers, 1:1000). All expression data have been deposited to GEO (Series GSE23436). Gene association and GO analyses were performed using MetaCore and DAVID Gene Functional Analysis tools (http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/) as described (Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Association of CDX2 Binding Sites in Caco-2 Cells with Genes Dysregulated in Cdx2-Deficient Intestine To determine associations between transcripts that change upon Cdx2 loss in mouse intestine and CDX2 binding near their human orthologs in Caco-2 (Figure 4D) , we first used Ensembl BioMart (http://uswest.ensembl.org/index.html) to match mouse genes with human orthologs, which were then arranged according to expression levels of the corresponding mouse gene and grouped into bins of 100. For each such bin, the ratio between the average number of CDX2 binding sites within 100 kb of genes in the same bin and the average number of binding sites near all genes was estimated and displayed ( Figure 4D ).
MNase Protection
Cells were harvested from knockout or control mouse intestinal villi and treated with MNase as described above. Instead of incubation with antibody, DNA was purified after Proteinase K digestion and compared with control samples (no MNase treatment) by qPCR using the indicated oligonucleotides (Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Cell Proliferation
Proliferating (50% confluent) and 26 day postconfluent Caco-2 cells were treated for 1 hr with EdU. DNA synthesis was measured by fluorescent detection of EdU according to manufacturer's protocols (Invitrogen).
ACCESSION NUMBERS
All ChIP-seq and gene expression data have been deposited in GEO (Series GSE23436). 
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